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NOTES:
The word “divin” is pronounced [dih-veen] in this context.
A full pronunciation guide is available at www.augsburgfortress.org.

Violin part included on page 8.
Clarinet in B♭, glockenspiel (handbells), and snare drum parts available at www.augsburgfortress.org.

The violin part may also be played on flute, oboe, or clarinet.

The glockenspiel part may be played on handbells.
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He is born, the child divine: we all sing to our new king!

vin enfant: jouez haut-bois, resonnez musettes!

child divine: play on the oboe and sound the bagpipes!

Il est né, le divin enfant: chantons tous son avenement!

He is born, the child divine: we all sing to our new king!